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Married couples edition - dirty secrets revealed! Discover how you can transform a dull sex life into
the sexual fantasy you always dreamed of. Here is a sneak peak of Sex and Marriage: Discover the
Ten Ways to Turn Your Love Life Info a Lustful Desire Why More Relationships Are Failing No More
Routines, Only Passionate Love Making How to Communicate Your Sexual Desires and Needs
How Quickies Really Should Be Done Learn How Your Body Image Plays a Big Role in Satisfying
Your Partner Discover the Physical and Emotional Benefits of Sex No More Fake Orgasms The
Kind of Blowjobs That Will Give Him Pure Ecstasy Make Her Go Wild with These Oral Sex Tips
Role-Playing for More Intense Orgasms Sexual Foods That Will Put You in the Mood Much, much
more! Whether you are happy with your sex life, or are looking for ways to spice it up, or you're flat
out BORED and maybe even frustrated with how dull your sex life has turned out to be, then this
audiobook will definitely give you new eyes and desires for what your sex life could look like....
Because this book is filled with all the juicy details that will do that for you. We all know how
fast-paced the world has become, and our work days are getting longer and longer. You may feel
that there is no time to romantic and intimate with our partners like we used to. It's much easier to
just watch TV the rest of the night after putting the kids to bed, than it is to take initiative to have
crazy wild sex. And the days you do have sex, it rather lacks excitement and is more of a fast
release than passionate love making. If this is what your sex life has turned into, then you're not
alone.
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This is just an amazing book that will really spice up your life! I would recommend it to both, women
and men to read it, or maybe even couples together. It touches every theme openly without
discretion, everything that you wanted to know but never asked it is explained here. You will find
very useful tips and information about how to become more sexually active and how to be more
creative while doing this. Book explains many reasons for some behaviours and you will be able yo
find yourself and your problem in this book very quickly - and you will learn how to solve it.

I have read 100's of books and articles about maintaining your sexual relationship in marriage and
this book has one of the best sections of describing the differences in the way men and women
relate to sex. I enjoyed that Rochelle approaches sex from the standpoint that both men and women
desire and need it, despite approaching it from different angles. The only "beef" I have is that
although the book was very good, the links at then end are high pressure sales to purchase
additional material that you "have" to have. I didn't appreciate the high-pressure sales tactics at the
links and unfortunately, it diminishes the trust I have in the author. I still gave the book 5 stars,
although I'm tempted to take the stars away because of these links.

Maintaining a good marital relationship has always been a tough job for me. I work 8 hours a day,
so I'm not able to give 100% attention to my husband. I now realized my mistakes after reading this
book. I think the tips will become very helpful in maintaining a strong bond between me and my
man. I also figured out my relationship stage, I now know how to add passion and intimacy in my
married life, all thanks to Rachelle Fox.

It's so great to have a book that erases the stigma of sex and encourages couples to rebuild and
explore the sexual connection. It's too common of a problem and I loved the suggestions on how to
reconnect and reignite the passion and desire.

Very informative and to the point. It was nice to learn new ways to break free from the boring routine
as well as well as getting a better understanding of his wants. This book will be read often. Now off
to find a mint.

This is the best book about sex and marriage I've read so far. I think that all married couples need to
know the basic tricks to make their lives successful. Of course, in today's world, we all are stressed

and worried, but you have to give your spouse the best time of his/her life. A book like this can help
in reviving many broken relationships.

This book was great. I really liked how the advice within came off as practical, and like it was
coming from the everyday person in a relationship, not the psychologist sitting with a notepad while
his client was on the couch in front of him. It has a lot of practical knowledge you can apply to
rekindle the fire in your relationship. My partner and I tried some of this stuff, and it really, really
does make a difference. You will get a lot of of this book, and you cannot beat the price of it.

I can always tell I've read a good book because of the number of note & marks I make. There is so
much I like about this book and so much humor by Rochelle Foxx, the author, and the quotable
quotes, such as, "Revolutionizing your relationship begins in the heart, and the battle is won
between the sheets." We swore, my partner and I, that we would not under any circumstance let our
sex life get stale. We chose not to get married but still have a committed relationship, because we
didn't want to be stuck in that rut that just about every married couple we know have fallen into. But
if you don't work on it every day, the daily struggles of life just seem to get in the way. "The number
one way to maintain that bond is through emotional and physical connection." I like what the author
has to say about how men and women come at this subject and life differently and how sex is
important because it unites our differences. "Sex is a doorway to love for men, love is a doorway to
sex for women." So, thanks Rochelle for a fine book.
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